Big Israel
Small Country. Limitless Potential.

A PROJECT OF THE JEWISH LIFE SERIES

Big Israel is a Gala event and educational
resources that provide lovers of Israel with
historical and spiritual knowledge to foster
stronger identification and support of Israel
across all demographics.
The FLAGSHIP resource will be a four foot lavishly illustrated map called “The Journeys of our
Ancestors”. At a glance this map will illuminate thousands of years of jewish history and provide an
“instant education” for those who love Israel or are just connecting.

CULTURE
Affecting culture is the most powerful way to educate and guide.
Once an idea is absrobed by popular culture it influences the masses.
Through educational materials and a constellation of, influencers,
representatives from major jewish organizations, lay leaders, adults and
young professionals we will create a ‘new’ class of culture - support of
Israel deepened by historical and spiritual knowledge.

MAP ABOVE SHOWN FOR STYLITSIC PURPOSE - visualize the above as a Map of Israel showing the journeys of our ancestors - full of details about the places they lived and traveled.

THE MAP

The marquee educational showpiece • In glorious print and a digital version.
A GORGEOUS, four foot high MAP of the land of Israel, highlighting the JOURNEYS of our
Forefathers and Mothers in the land of Israel and the significance of those areas they visited.
This is not politics but Jewish History - undeniable. Every attendee will receive a map and companion guide.
The Map will also be distributed through partner networks. A digital web based version of the Map will be
developed as well. Map may also be used as the seed for a campaign “What is your journey?”.

The Gala

A celebration of Israel like none other

A DIFFERENT KIND OF GALA

Big
Israel
Gala

THE HOSTS
Israel comes alive through
hosts representing the land
while serving up food and
knowledge of the land

The Hosts

Israel Comes Alive - The Face of the Land
• 30 hosts, men and women, each representing a city in Israel.
• Each host will wear a T-Shirt with the name of that city on it
• Hosts will be responsible for studying the history of that city
• Hosts will also serve some kind of food from that city
• Hosts, possibly can also just serve wine and talk about the city
• Hosts have responsibility to study and connect to that city

The Guests
INFLUENCING CULTURE POSITIVELY
THROUGH THOUGHT LEADERS

• Targeting Jewish Leadership, heads of organizations and influencers
We will court leaders of FIDF, Aipac, JNF and others
• Representatives from cities in Israel, government organizations and NGO’s
• Representatives from major organizations connected to Israel
• We have access to a worldwide network of students on college campus
• Every Organization who supports or is involved with Israel will be invited

CELEBRATE
BIG ISRAEL is not a defensive response to anti-semitism
in the world at large, or on campus. RATHER
BIG ISRAEL is a proactive celebration of the spiritual heriatge
of Israel and all that is beautiful about the land and its people.
BIG ISRAEL takes torah based historical knowledge of Israel
and presents it in a compelling way into secular culture,
inspiring leadership and love of the land.

After-Party
Attendees leave with;
1. More fact based knowledge of Israel’s History
2. Increased Love of Israel
3. Energized to visit/donate/support/learn more
4. A stunning map that shows the history of Israel through
the journey’s of our forefathers
5. A suite of more follow up options are being developed.

About
BIG ISRAEL is a project of The Jewish Life Series a 501c3 non profit devoted to making Jewish
knowledge accesible to all in a modern inspiring format.

In addition to producing publications on Mezuzah and Tefillin, that are the gold standard for those
seeking to understand these observances, JLS has sucessfully produced many events with hundreds
of attendees. Gary Sheva, founder of JLS is also a Co-Founder of the Tel Aviv Arts Council. An Israeli
based non-profit that has successfully hosted dozens of events over the last four years with
thousands attending.

